
 

 
 

TRING SCHOOL GOVERNING BOARD  
STUDENTS LEARNING AND COMMUNITY COMMITTEE MINUTES 

27th March 2018 AT 6.00PM 
 
 
Present: David Benson (DB) Chair of Governors, Sue Collings (SC) Headteacher, Karla 
Hatrick (KH), Alastair Durno (AD) Chair of Committee, Gill Budgell (GB),  
 
In Attendance: Heather Golla, Lucy Williams, Rod Woodhouse (HfL Clerk). 
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Welcome and apologies for absence.  
AD welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
Apologies were received and accepted from Huw Bellis and Eleanor Lambert. 
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Confirmation that the meeting is Quorate. 
Confirmed 
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Notification of any urgent items of AOB 
Governor Visits 
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Declarations of Interest 
There were no declarations of interest. 
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Approval of the minutes of the previous meeting 
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved without amendment and           
signed by the Chair. 
 
Outstanding Actions from the previous meeting, not otherwise on the agenda 
Policy would be brought back again to the next meeting for the Admissions             
policy, specifically regarding the Y12 into 13 criteria. This is in light of the              
issues a school (St Olave’s) faced last summer. This was deemed as            
effectively excluding the students for their academic attainment. SC stated          
that we have advised students that they need to get a minimum of 3 Ds based                
on the knowledge that we have on how A-Levels get increasingly           
challenging. The risk of getting Es and Us would run the risk of not getting               
full funding for L3 courses for 2 years post 18 yrs of age. Advice to students                
has included to carry on as a Y14, restart Y12 or consider college. Whilst this               
is still recommended as our professional advice, the admissions policy has           
been made clearer, this now includes, ‘The school recognises, though, that it            
is ultimately the choice of the student and the parent’. The Equality Act 2010              
is also quoted. It is clear that we are acting in the interests of the student. See                 
the policy for full details.  
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Q: What we do if the parent and the student disagreed? 
A: Legally the decision sits with the parent. 
Q: Do we need to specify that Y12 courses would be at Tring or 
elsewhere? 
A: It would be either 
Q: Would they redo Y12? 
A: Yes they would do 
 
Action: The revised wording was accepted. 
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Actions Delegated to the Committee by the Governing Board 
None 
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Pastoral Update and safeguarding: bullying, racist, exclusions (HG) 
 
HG shared the updates on addressing social media. We advertised a webinar,            
there is a letter going out this week, there will be a parents meeting in the                
summer term. We using a staged/phased approach. Further assemblies with          
students. Evidence of this will really be seen in the coming week. 
 
Q: Which platforms are the worst? 
A: Instagram and Snapchat 
Q: What did Gooseberry offer? 
A: It was advisory and very much about what parents can do to monitor 
and how it is their responsibility 
Q: As part of a MAT, can we ask them to stress social media prep for Y7 
A: LWS should talk to the primaries about this, this really should be 
part of transition 
 
Homework - the detentions are now pushing back to the departments, we are             
just waiting for G4S modules 

Attendance - PA reduced from 187 to 175. Attendance is increasing. Y10            
remain the issue, there are the only year group that hasn’t improved. There             
are a few key individual students and there are comprehensive plans for these             
students. 2nd briefing for all staff on attendance, gaining support and input            
from all staff.  

Q: Is there a pattern for Y10 and attendance? 
A: Last year, Y9 and 10 were the highest (current 10 and 11). We should 
interrogate this 3 year trend.  
Q: Can you link attendance to entry to Sixth Form? 
A: Yes in that once a student is persistently absent, statistically students drop 
a GCSE grade. 
SC noted that she felt parents needed a have a diagnosis for a child to justify their 
absences. She said this was a case of poor parenting rather than firm love. 
 
It was reported that there were small groups of Y7 boys exhibiting low level              
disruptive behaviours which were being dealt with by Heads of House. A            
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Behaviour Hub will be running after Easter. There will be 2 x 6 week programs               
forY9 boys with DESC support. After Half Term the Hub could run with Y7 boys.               
In the longer term it should be able to run without support from DESC. 
 
Q. Is there any feedback from hubs run by DESC at other schools? 
 
A. Hubs have only been running since Sept 17. But feedback is positive so far. 
 
Whole school attendance was 95.42% in Spring 1. Analysis by groups is available. 
Behaviour is similarly analysed. We are always looking for new strategies to 
improve the behaviour of individuals. 
 
Q. Can you track where behaviour declines? 
A. Yes we can. 
Q. Are some offenders surprising? 
A. From time to time. 
SC emphasised the importance of accurate attendance and behaviour information 
from primary schools at transition time. The current school system allows for 
close analysis of data and profiles of behaviour. 
Governors were shown an example of data showing different categories of 
behaviour. 
Q. Can you track siblings? 
A. Yes, in a number of ways. 
SC explained that pastoral needs are significant and resources are still insufficient 
to fully meet expanding needs. Issues often start prior to secondary school. In a 
forthcoming letter to parents an evening event will be promoted to bring home the 
type of images found in school with the aim of encouraging parents to be robust in 
this area. 
Q. Will you advise governors when this event is to be held? 
A. Yes. 
 

● Action: To advise governors of the time and date. 
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Data Update (SC)  
 
SC gave governors a summary of interventions by year group. She emphasised            
that there were carried out by Learning Mentors. The overall picture was an             
improving one. For example in P6 for Y11 223 students were offered a range of               
subjects with 96% attendance. KS3 mentoring programs, Homework Clubs etc are           
all working well. 
Q. What does +7 mean? 
A. An increase of 7 grades across a range of subjects. It should be noted that                
the Intervention team posts are not permanent. Decisions will be made as a             
result of the PM process in September. But it does appear to be a very               
worthwhile investment. 
Q. Do some programs have significant numbers but little evidence of impact? 
A. Some programs need more time to see results. 
Q. Is there a way to communicate the success of the pastoral work and              
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intervention programs? 
A. We need to look at the best way of doing so. 
 
Action: To report back on best method of communicating. 
 
SC explained that more students now receive academic interventions and support           
now that it is separate from the pastoral side. 
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Log of Parental Queries / Complaints 
 
SC reported that 4 concerns had been raised, one of which could become a formal               
complaint. The other 3 concerns had been resolved. 
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AOB 
 
Q. During a governor visit it had been noted that during a detention students 
had been working digitally? 
A. In some detentions this might be appropriate, in others it may not. 
Detentions are times for students to reflect on the reasons for the sanction, 
not just for completing homework. 
 
SC noted that vulnerable students have greater difficulty accessing resources. 
Furthermore, some students who should, possibly be in special provision are 
remaining in mainstream settings as there are no places elsewhere for them. 
Q. How many such students are at Tring? 
A. Not very many in each year group. They tend to have very significant 
needs which cannot be properly met from external support. 
Q. What is the impact? 
A. It is everywhere. 
A discussion followed. 
 
SC reported that the recent Extended Learning Day had been a success. 
 
DB reported that he had attended a very effective Safeguarding Course. 
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Conduct of Meeting – Governors to confirm that the meeting has been            
conducted in an open manner, that all governors have been able to            
participate and contribute to discussion and that all members of the           
Governing Board will have access to these minutes. 
 
Confirmed. 
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